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Figure 1: Example data of our SVIRO dataset for occupancy detection together with the provided ground truth information.
Left seat: an adult passenger. Middle seat: empty. Right seat: an infant seat with a infant. a) RGB image with keypoints for
human pose estimation. b) Simulated infrared image. c) Position and class based instance segmentation. d) Depth map.

ABSTRACT
In this extended abstract, we provide an overview of SVIRO, a
recently generated synthetic dataset for sceneries in the passenger
compartment of ten different vehicles. We showed that SVIRO can
be used to analyze machine learning-based approaches for their
generalization capacities and reliability across several tasks when
trained on a limited number of variations (e.g. identical backgrounds
and textures, few instances per class). This is in contrast to the
intrinsically high variability of common benchmark datasets and
as a result SVIRO allows investigations under novel circumstances.
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INTRODUCTION

With SVIRO we focus on rear seat occupant detection and classification using a camera system and different ground truth data,
as illustrated in Figure 1. Interior vehicle sensing has gained increased attention in the research community, in particular due to
challenges and developments related to automated vehicles [7, 15].
It will be important to understand the overall scenery in the car
interior [19], e.g. for handover situations [13], but also to adjust
the strength of airbag deployment [6, 18] in case of an accident.
However, one has to ensure that trained machine learning models
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will be capable of classifying new types of child seats correctly
while not being mislead by arbitrary everyday objects or through
the window background sceneries. Machine learning-based models,
and specifically neural networks, trained in a single environment
take non-relevant characteristics of the specific environmental conditions into account in an uncontrolled way [22] and therefore data
must be recorded repetitively for different environments. Acquiring
images in various lightning conditions and accounting for different
seat textures, car interior features, or changing camera poses make
the data acquisition even more difficult. Consequently, the means
for generating a real training dataset with the corresponding annotations are limited and need to be repeated for each additional new
car model and automotive manufacturer. Therefore, theoretically
founded means to overcome the limitations of datasets collected for
many real world applications have to be developed or advanced.
We present a summary of the key-features of SVIRO [21] and
highlight its advantageous to serve as a starting point for investigating the aforementioned challenges. SVIRO can be used to benchmark common machine learning tasks under new circumstances
while allowing the investigation of theoretical questions due to its
intrinsically more tractable environment.

2

SVIRO

During the data generation process we tried to simulate the conditions of a realistic application. We partitioned the available human
models, child seats, everyday objects (e.g. backpack, pillows, cardbox) and backgrounds such that one part is only used for the training images (for all the vehicles) and the other part is used for the test
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Table 1: Classification results of a ResNet-18 model and a
SVM trained on HOG features. The models were trained on
standard X5 data or we replaced half of it with randomly textured images. The models were evaluated on the test dataset
of the X5, Tucson and i3 and we report the total accuracy.
Method
ResNet-18
ResNet-18
HOG+SVM
HOG+SVM

Figure 2: Examples of our dataset for different car models.

images. For each of the different vehicle passenger compartments
and available child seats, we fixed the texture as if real images had
been taken. Consequently, the machine learning models need to
generalize to previously unknown variations of humans, child seats
and environments. Further, we can train models in one (or several)
car environment(s) and test them on a different one, for solving
the same task. This is an advantage compared to common domain
adaptation datasets [14, 16, 17, 20, 23] which usually focus on the
transfer from synthetic to real images. Further, the photo-realistic
rendering and close-to-real models introduce a high visual complexity which makes them more challenging than toy examples [2, 10].
The dataset has an intrinsic dominant background and texture bias:
all of the images are taken in a few passenger compartments, but
generalization to new, unseen, passenger compartments and child
seats should be achieved. This evaluation is currently not possible
by state-of-the-art datasets [1, 3–5, 8, 11, 12].
Our dataset consists of ten different vehicles. The perspective in
the different vehicles changes and the number of windows varies,
which causes different lightning conditions. Further, some cars
have only two rear seats instead of three. SVIRO consists of 16000
training and 4000 test sceneries. The number and constellation of
appearances of the different classes varies between the vehicles,
because all the sceneries were generated randomly. Examples for
the different vehicles are shown in Figure 2.
For each scenery, we provide a set of images and ground truth
data: 1) An RGB image (Figure 1.a), 2) a grayscale image (Figure
1.b, physically non accurate infrared simulation), 3) an instance
segmentation map (Figure 1.c), 4) bounding boxes, 5) keypoints for
all the human poses (Figure 1.a) and 6) a depth map (Figure 1.d).

3

BASELINE EVALUATION

We showed in our baseline evaluation [21] that SVIRO provides the
means to analyze the performance of common machine learning
methods under new conditions. Specifically, we showed that stateof-the-art models cannot generalize well to new environments
and textures when trained on limited number of variations only.
For this extended abstract, we limit ourselves to the classification
baseline, but additional results can be found in our paper [21]. We

Training data (X5)
Fixed texture
Fixed and random texture
Fixed texture
Fixed and random texture

X5
71%
87%
69%
70%

Tucson
32%
41%
35%
53%

i3
39%
54%
41%
52%

considered two training data versions: 1) the standard X5 training
data with fixed textures and backgrounds 2) half of the standard
X5 training data was replaced by randomly textured X5 training
data with random backgrounds. We used the provided grayscale
images (infrared simulation), split them into three rectangles (one
for each seat position) and trained a single classifier for all seats.
The resulting models were then tested on the X5, Tucson (three
seats) and i3 (two seats). A comparison of the deep learning and the
support vector (SVM) machine performances is reported in Table 1.
CNN: We fine-tuned the last residual block and the classification
layer of a pre-trained ResNet-18 model. The resulting model has
problems to generalize to the test set, especially for new cars. The
randomized backgrounds and textures help to improve the accuracy
on the same car, which gives hint that the model mostly used the
texture as a classification criterion. This observation seems to be in
line with recent results by Geirhos et al. [9]. However, the model can
still not generalize well to new vehicle interiors, probably because
of the different interior structures.
HOG+SVM: We computed the histogram of oriented gradients
(HOG) features and used them to train a SVM. This approach has
similar problems as the deep learning approach when the standard
X5 data is used, but can sometimes even generalize better. However,
it cannot exploit the additional information of random textures and
backgrounds to improve the accuracy in the car it was trained on.

4

CONCLUSION

Our dataset and baseline evaluation addresses real-world engineering obstacles regarding the robustness and generalization of machine learning models. Using SVIRO, we showed that traditional
and deep learning approaches drastically decrease classification performance when trained in a setting with limited variations without
taking additional precautions. The models cannot generalize well
to the new intra-class variations, even in the car they were trained
on and perform even worse in unknown vehicles. Both presented
approaches do not fully grasp the underlying task, although the
environment and the objects are similar. In order to be applicable in
real world applications additional (theoretical) improvements need
to be investigated and developed. SVIRO provides a starting point
to perform these investigations. For more details check our original
paper [21]. Acknowledgement: The first author is supported by
the Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR) under the grant
number 13043281. This work was partially funded by the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 Program in the project VIZTA (826600).
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